Driveway and Carpark Guidelines

From the first day of school in 2016, the new driveway will be open for use. This will provide parents with options to drop off and pick up children from school in a practical and safe way. Please ensure that all times on the school grounds, vehicles are being driven slowly.

It is important that we model safe behaviour at all times to our children. Please supervise children closely and hold hands of young children, especially on the crossing, so that we have no accidents in the carpark and driveway areas.

Also, as we model to our own children that we as parents obey rules and signs in our school grounds, we have the opportunity to discuss with our children why it is important to do so.

Morning Drop-Off

New Southern Drive-through

- Enter main entrance, then turn left into driveway
- Drive to end of driveway, then perform U-turn to drive through zone
- Driver stays in car seat
- Children exit car with bag and walk into B Block entry
- Vehicles must proceed through drive-through with no overtaking
- When children have exited vehicles, drivers give way to traffic entering from main driveway, then complete carpark loop past Kindy, then exit through the main exit gate
Northern Drop-off Zone (mainly for Kindy students and parents)

- Enter driveway from main entrance
- Drive to Kindy drop-off zone
- Kindy parents may exit vehicles to sign in students, or to assist younger children with bags or seat belts, but please keep to the 2-minute maximum
- If a longer visit is expected, please park and walk
- Siblings may exit from the vehicle at the same time
- Drivers exit through the main exit gate

Park and Walk

- Enter driveway from main entrance
- Park vehicle in a car parking space
- Driver exits vehicle with children and accompanies them across the pedestrian crossing
- Driver may then enter school buildings and exit when school visit is finished
- Actively supervise children and do not allow them to play in the carpark area

Afternoon Pick Up

- All procedures remain the same in the afternoon
- It is important that you discuss with your children where they will be picked up
- Please avoid long conversations in the carpark, so that child safety is not compromised

These options provide parents with a variety of choices which will make your morning and afternoon visits as time efficient for you as possible, and more importantly, as safe as possible for all students.

As we trial these arrangements, there may be further modifications, but this plan in intended to set a standard for safe and timely drop-off and pick-ups. I appreciate your patience and cooperation as we work through these changes together.

Mr Brett Munro